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Fake News … Can You Handle the Truth?

This was a six day undertaking for me.  What I once could do in

a matter of hours now takes me days.  What is more, I simply

no longer have the ‘fire in my belly’ to compete in the political

world.  From the distance of an easy chair it all seems pedantic

to me.  Obama gets elected and the nation will come to an end,

(http://www.billbellavia.com)
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but the left and press didn’t believe.  Yet when Trump gets

elected both left and right as well as the press believe, and

their only remedy: impeach him… for anything.  It was easier

when they all just ‘blamed Bush’.

I only hope you enjoy my effort because it seems like forever

that I have had the energy to sit at this desk and write an arti-

cle longer than a page.  But I felt led to accomplish this espe-

cially on this holiday weekend.  For on this date we honor the

war dead, for allowing us to even have an opinion.

Well, what has led me to write this weekend?  For weeks I have

been studying the concepts dubbed “Fake News”.  I keep ask-

ing myself, what if that news is not ‘fake’, but TRUTH?  So as my

energy holds out, let’s research three fake news stories.  And

on this hallowed weekend let us dare examine the data before

we roll over and show our national jugular to the leftist press.

I will attempt to explore three aspects of the Fake News and

then roll it up into a possible Biblical Apocalyptic Happening. 

Wow, that is quite an undertaking, I hope it holds your atten-

tion and please note there is more evidence, than editorial:

Fake News #1 The Seth Rich
Murder
Who was Seth Rich? 



He was a Democratic Operative murdered last summer under

very strange circumstances (see below).  Virtually all Wik-

iLeaks sources claim he was the leak of all of the emails from

the DNC.  But the press and Democrats refuse to believe the

overwhelming evidence of that fact.  Moreover, the FBI refuses

to investigate.  Why?  Because if Seth Rich is the leak, then the

Russia/Donald Trump theory is disproven.  Simply put, both

cannot exist.  So let’s explore the evidence:



Those leaked emails revealed, among other things, that the

DNC tried to tip the scales in favor of Hillary Clinton’s cam-

paign and prevent Democratic candidate Bernie Sanders from

becoming the party’s nominee. The leaks were cited by some

Democrats as one explanation for Clinton’s election loss. Many

accused the Russians of “hacking” and turning the tide for

then-GOP candidate Donald Trump during the 2016 election.

In one email released by WikiLeaks, Clinton campaign Chair-

man John Podesta said he’d like to “make an example” out of

the person who leaked the emails.

“I’m definitely for making an example of a suspected leaker

whether or not we have any real basis for it,” Podesta wrote on

Feb. 22, 2015, according to WikiLeaks. …  http://www.wnd.-

com/2017/05/chilling-similarities-between-seth-rich-murder-

and-clinton-body-count-victims/#s6fS6sSHUejXY0sx.99

Furthermore:



“My investigation up to this point shows there was some de-

gree of email exchange between Seth Rich and WikiLeaks,”

Wheeler told Fox News. “I do believe that the answers to who

murdered Seth Rich sits on his computer on a shelf at the DC

police or FBI headquarters.”

“My investigation shows someone within the D.C. government,

Democratic National Committee or Clinton team is blocking

the murder investigation from going forward,” Wheeler told

Fox News. “That is unfortunate. Seth Rich’s murder is unsolved

as a result of that.”

The botched robbery theory, which police have pursued for

nearly a year, isn’t panning out, Wheeler said. Two assailants

caught on a grainy video tape from a camera posted outside a

grocery mart, shot Rich twice in his back, but did not take his

wallet, cell phone, keys, watch or necklace worth about

$2,000.

As you’ll recall, Rich’s death has been shrouded in mystery

from the start as he was reportedly shot from behind in the

wee hours of the morning but was not robbed of the nearly

$2,000 worth of cash and jewelry on his body at the time.
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Rich had been at Lou’s City Bar a couple of miles from his

home until about 1:15 a.m. He walked home, calling several

people along the way. He called his father, Joel Rich, who he

missed because he had gone to sleep. He talked with a fraterni-

ty brother and his girlfriend, Kelsey Mulka.

Around 4:17 a.m., Rich was about a block from his home when

Mulka, still on the phone with him, heard voices in the back-

ground. Rich reassured her that he was steps away from being

at his front door and hung up.

Two minutes later, Rich was shot twice. Police were on the

scene within three minutes. Rich sustained bruising on his

hands and face. He remained conscious, but died at a nearby

hospital less than two hours later.

Shortly thereafter, Julian Assange implied that Seth Rich was,

in fact, a source for WikiLeaks and offered a $130,000 reward

for information leading to his killer. …

http://www.philstockworld.com/2017/05/16/murdered-dnc-

staffer-seth-rich-shared-44053-democrat-emails-with-wik-

ileaks-report/?

gclid=CjwKEAjwpJ_JBRC3tYai4Ky09zQSJAC5r7ru8

Eyewitness Evidence

Both co-conspirators and medical personnel treating Rich that

morning have appeared on several media sources claiming

that the wounds were not fatal and that government person-

nel prevented proper medical treatment to this dying man.



Last weekend, two more voices spoke up claiming insider

knowledge. Kim Dotcom, a friend of Assange and founder of

Megaupload, said he was involved with Rich transferring the

emails to Wikileaks. He issued a statement today describing

his contact with Rich. He said Rich contacted him using the

pseudonym “Panda” (Rich loved pandas).

Rich reportedly said he wanted to start a branch of Dotcom’s

New Zealand Internet Party in the U.S. He was tired of “corrup-

tion and the influence of corporate money in politics.” Dotcom

references an interview he gave Bloomberg in May 2015. In it,

he hinted that Wikileaks would be releasing information about

Hillary Clinton and the election.



But he left it at that. He said Rich’s family has asked him to be

sensitive to their loss in his public comments. He says he is fully

willing to provide full details to U.S. law enforcement and Con-

gress.

The amateur sleuths on the bulletin boards have put together

many revealing pieces of information related to the DNC

emails and Rich’s murder. The police report showed that at

least three of the responding officers wore body cameras.

Where is that footage?

Rich was alive when they appeared on the scene. The EMTs

who treated him told Rich’s parents later that they were sur-

prised he did not live. Rich acted confused however, because

when he was asked where he lived, he gave a previous address.

Someone claiming to be a doctor who treated Rich after he was

taken to the hospital posted an anonymous comment on Red-

dit. The commenter asserted that Rich’s condition was stable

at the hospital. But then medical staff was told not to attend to

him. … https://stream.org/evidence-piling-up-that-seth-rich-

leaked-dnc-emails-to-wikileaks/

Why Won’t Anybody Investigate?



Some big names in media and politics are demanding to know:

Why won’t anyone thoroughly investigate the mysterious mur-

der of Democratic National Committee staffer Seth Rich and

its possible connection to DNC emails leaked to WikiLeaks

during the 2016 presidential campaign?

“He’s been killed, and apparently nothing serious has been

done to investigate his murder,” said former U.S. House Speak-

er Newt Gingrich, calling the murder case a “very strange sto-

ry” and linking it to DNC emails released to WikiLeaks.

Other pundits chimed in, including talk-radio hosts Rush Lim-

baugh, Laura Ingraham and Herman Cain, as well as activist

and blogger Pamela Geller and Fox Business Network anchor

Lou Dobbs.

Meanwhile, Fox News issued a bombshell retraction Tuesday,

disavowing a story it posted on May 16 about the Rich murder

case that set off a flurry of other reports by conservative news

sites. Fox stated in its retraction:

Read more at http://www.wnd.com/2017/05/big-list-of-peo-

ple-who-smell-a-rat-in-seth-rich-

case/#xyMPgqy6v5q054Zf.99

Finally a Congressman is asking for a Federal Investigation:



In an appearance on CNN Wednesday, Texas Republican Con-

gressman Blake Farenthold suggested that rumors ciruclating

online that murdered DNC staffer Seth Rich could have been

the source of DNC emails obtained by Wikileaks could merit

investigation.

“My fear is our constant focusing on the Russians is deflecting

away for some other things that we need to be investigating,”

Farenthold said. “There’s still some question as to whether the

intrusion of the DNC server was an insider job or whether or

not it was the Russians.” … http://www.realclearpolitics.-

com/video/2017/05/25/rep_blake_farenthold_r-

tx_suggests_seth_rich_killing_deserves_federal_investiga-

tion.html

So the bottom line is this: the unsolved murder of Seth Rich

may have been an assassination of the ‘leaker’ to Wiki leaks.  If

this is true then the Democrat accusation of a Russia/Trump

connection, an accusation without any evidence, will be a moot

point.  Yet understand all of the forensic evidence of the mur-

der of Seth Rich is presently is being ignored and filed under

‘fake news’ by the media and politicians.  You decide… as for

me I think logic demands this is a cover up, but hey not much

sand left in my hourglass so what do I have to loose?

Fake News #2
Uranium/Clinton/Russia & Pedo-gate
(Pizza-gate in USA):
Combine the leaks of the Podesta brothers e-mail disclosures

(Uranium to Russia and Pizza gate) with the disappearance of

children from orphanages including those administrated by

the Clinton Foundation in Haiti, and if true we have perhaps

the most diabolical occurrence in our times:



John Podesta is a long time Clinton operative and was the

Campaign Chairman of the Hillary Clinton Presidential

Campaign.

Now I ask you, if this deal was made with Russia, and the evi-

dence is overwhelming that it was, doesn’t it make more sense

that the Clinton Foundation made a special ‘deal’ with Russia?  Is

it not logical that it was: Russia/Clinton not Russia/Trump?

Uranium for Russia



 In April 2015 the New York Times published a story about a

company called “Uranium One” which was sold to Russian gov-

ernment-controlled interests, giving Russia effective control of

one-fifth of all uranium production capacity in the United

States. Since uranium is considered a strategic asset, with im-

plications for the production of nuclear weapons, the deal had

to be approved by a committee composed of representatives

from a number of US government agencies. Among the agen-

cies that eventually signed off the deal was the State Depart-

ment, then headed by Secretary Clinton. The Committee on

Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) comprises,

among others, the secretaries of the Treasury, Defense, Home-

land Security, Commerce and Energy.

As Russian interests gradually took control of Uranium One

millions of dollars were donated to the Clinton Foundation be-

tween 2009 and 2013 from individuals directly connected to

the deal including the Chairman of Uranium One, Ian Telfer.

Although Mrs Clinton had an agreement with the Obama

White House to publicly identify all donors to the Clinton

Foundation, the contributions from the Chairman of Uranium

One were not publicly disclosed by the Clintons  … https://wik-

ileaks.org/podesta-emails/press-release

Pizza Gate-the Beginning



Contrary to reports in the media, the crowd sourced investiga-

tion labeled by some as “Pizzagate” did not begin with internet

sleuths digging through the Wikileaks Podesta Files releases

looking for pizza parlors and encoded language discussing hu-

man trafficking. It began with the shocking discovery that

Hillary and Bill Clinton provided assistance to convicted child

trafficker, Laura Silsby, resulting in a reduced sentence for child

trafficking.

Silsby was arrested at the Haitian border attempting to smug-

gle 33 children out of Haiti without documentation. Her sen-

tence and charges were reduced after an intervention by Bill

Clinton. In the aftermath of Silsby’s arrest, her originally re-

tained lawyer Jorge Puello was arrested in connection with an

international smuggling ring accused of trafficking women and

minors from Central America and Haiti. The revelation of this

news in November was either ignored by the Western media or

attacked by Clinton controlled publications….

Image result for podesta political cartoon



Hillary and Bill Clinton took an extraordinary interest in Sils-

by’s case from the moment she was arrested and almost imme-

diately stepped in on her behalf. The Harvard Human Rights

Journal stated that one of Bill Clinton’s first acts as special en-

voy for the United Nations in Haiti “was to put out the fire of a

child abduction scandal involving American citizens.” On Feb-

ruary 7th, 2010, The Sunday Times reported that Bill Clinton

had intervened to strike a deal with the Haitian government,

securing the release of all co-conspirators except for

Silsby. Prosecutors ultimately sought a six-month sentence in

Silsby’s case, reducing charges for conspiracy and child abduc-

tion to mere “arranging irregular travel.” A shockingly light

penalty given the circumstances of her arrest, which would

likely not have been possible but for the intervention of the

Clintons in Silsby’s case. …

On February 11th, the New York Times reported that Silsby’s

original lawyer, Jorge Puello, was suspected of leading an in-

ternational human trafficking ring involving women and mi-

nors. According the the Harvard Human Rights Journal Puello

was ultimately arrested in an investigation being lead by U.S.

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Homeland

Security Investigations (HSI) in connection with the ring. He

was wanted in the United States, El Salvador and Costa Rica

for his involvement with a network trafficking Central Ameri-

cans and Haitians. 



On November 4th, 2016 The Daily Beast wrote a non-factual

and intentionally misleading article covering the Clinton-Silsby

scandal. They accused Wikileaks of publicizing a “Reddit con-

spiracy theory” which was “riddled with incorrect information.”

The author, Ben Collins neglected to do basic research on the

totality of the links presented in the post as evidence. Mr.

Collins attacked the policies of r/the_donald towards freedom

of speech and accused the forum of being racist without citing

extensive or definitive proof. At no point .did The Daily Beast

provide proof that the allegations were not true, and did not

disprove any of the evidence submitted. … http://www.zero-

hedge.com/news/2017-01-25/clinton-silsby-trafficking-scan-

dal-and-how-media-attempted-ignorecover-it

 

 

I wish I could say that this is all we have on this subject.  It is such

a monstrous story that I can scarce read, let alone write.  But I

hope you stay with me on this extremely difficult issue: 

Satanic Rituals and Child Sacrifice

 

… In the Pizzagate investigations, allegations of Satanic rituals,

particularly where John Podesta and his brother, Tony are con-

cerned. Also the art work displayed at Ping Pong Pizza is any-

thing but wholesome. For something to be Satanic, does not

necessarily require people in hooded robes burning black can-

dles and chanting esoteric incantations. If someone, or anyone,

is killing children and eating them, or drinking their blood…it’s

Satanic. God does not condone such behavior. Behavior is ei-

ther good or bad. If it is good, it’s of God. If bad, it’s from Sa-

tan…It IS that simple.



… They are deliberately doing evil with the intention of extend-

ing their own longevity. Consuming the flesh or blood of chil-

dren will, in their warped reality, keep them younger longer. …

https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@richq11/pizzagate-and-child-

sacrifice

 

What is “spirit cooking”?

Spirit cooking refers to “a sacrament in the religion of Thelema

which was founded by Aleister Crowley” and involves an occult

performance during which menstrual blood, breast milk, urine

and sperm are used to create a “painting”. …

Some are even linking the spirit cooking revelation to claims

that the Podesta emails contain “code for child sex trafficking”

that is hidden behind mentions of types of food.



above photos of Podesta and Thelema

Others are connecting it to Laura Silsby, the missionary who

was jailed for six months after her organization, New Life Chil-

dren’s Refuge, attempted to smuggle 33 children out of Haiti

into the Dominican Republic after the 2010 Haiti earthquake

(see above).

Wikileaks emails reveal that Hillary’s top aide Huma Abedin

forwarded numerous articles about New Life Children’s Refuge

to Clinton. … https://www.infowars.com/spirit-cooking-clin-

ton-campaign-chairman-invited-to-bizarre-satanic-

performance/

 

Moreover:

In October 2016, with the contest for U.S. president heating

up for the November 8 vote, thousands of emails damaging to

the Clinton campaign were released on Wikileaks. Shocking

evidence of political corruption involving the Clinton Founda-

tion, the Clinton Campaign, and the campaign’s manager, John

Podesta (among many other parties), emerged. An unprece-

dented collusion between the corporate media and the Clinton

campaign was revealed, with proof that presidential debate

questions were shared in advance with Clinton, that Clinton

had editorial control of many of the “news” articles published



by the corporate media, and that $100’s of millions were do-

nated to Clinton by the Saudi government and other foreign

entities, presenting a clear violation of US election law. The

media bias in support of Clinton and against any of her rivals

was unprecedented.

Never once have Wikileaks releases been proven to be fake.

These emails are forensically linked with the personal com-

puters and devices of the parties in question. No one has de-

nied the validity of the emails. As researchers began to review

the material, in addition to evidence of bribery (“pay to play”)

and collusion, they found hundreds of disturbing emails that

used what was obviously coded language. “Pizza,” “hot dogs,”

“handkerchiefs,” and “sauce,” among other words, were used in

ways that were at obvious odds with normal usage. What was

President Obama doing ordering $65,000 of hot dogs to be

flown in from Chicago? What was John Podesta doing misplac-

ing a handkerchief with a pizza-related map on it? What was a

Department of Justice child trafficking employee doing re-

questing some Haitian pizza with extra cheese? Why was John

Podesta excitedly anticipating enjoying the pleasures of shar-

ing a hot tub with the daughters of an associate, ages 7, 9, and

11? …

Lastly, as to why the likely perpetrators would behave so

brazenly, you need to understand something about occultism.

The power of occult practices is believed to lie in its being hid-

den in plain sight. The public lives with their “eyes wide shut,”



meaning they see things, but they are not really seeing them

for what they truly are. The symbols and language employed in

occultism have primary and secondary meanings. The sec-

ondary meanings are known only to a special group of people

or initiates. To the naive public — the uninitiated — something

might appear to be an innocuous word, or a common symbol.

But for practicioners of the occult, the symbols and language

mean something entirely different. 

The “joke” is on us because the occultists appear to be speaking

plainly right in front of our eyes, but we actually have no idea

what the actual import or meaning of what they say is. If the

elite were to be absolutely secret about what they were doing,

then their practices, they believe, would be impotent. Relying

on the pure physical force of coercion is used only as a last re-

sort. It is much better, in their view, to cast a spell and have

their victims sleepwalk into their own enslavement. Our in-

nocence — our ignorance — is taken as weakness and stupidi-

ty that grant consent to the abuse. And in that lies the oc-

cultists’ justification for their evil deeds: “We told you and

showed you what we were going to do, and yet you did noth-

ing.” In this twisted Machievellian mindset, our defenselessness

and lack of mounting effective resistance is excuse enough to

have us killed. We are weak, so we deserve to die. There is no

natural law, no morality to which the elites are subject …

http://kundaliniandcelltowers.com/podesta-pizzagate-

pedophilia.html



Podesta Brothers and Madeleine McCann

Madeleine Beth McCann (born 12 May 2003) disappeared on

the evening of 3 May 2007 from her bed in a holiday apart-

ment in Praia da Luz, a resort in the Algarve region of Portugal,

sparking what one newspaper called “the most heavily report-

ed missing-person case in modern history.” Her whereabouts

remain unknown. …

 



… In a recent video by SGT Report, and thanks to Victurus Lib-

ertas, some groundbreaking information has just come to light

that specifically implicates John Podesta, Clinton’s former

campaign chair, and his brother Tony. Police sketches of two

suspects believed to be involved in the disappearance of

Madeleine McCann, that took place in Portugal on May 3rd,

2007, have made their way around the Internet recently, and

they depict what appears to be a drawing of the Podes-

ta brothers, but at the time, could not be further substantiat-

ed… until now.

… One of our FBI insiders can confirmed the Intelligence com-

munity  indicates John and Tony Podesta were in Praia da Luz,

 Portugal on May 3rd 2007– the day Madeleine McCann

vanished.

The Podesta brothers were staying with a friend named

“Clem.” Clement Freud, the grandson of psychopathology sex

expert Dr. Sigmund Freud, who was known to be a pedophile.

This is a quote from our insider:  “Of greater interest is that

fact that Freud owned a villa in Praia da Luz.”

It was then revealed that Clement Freud’s villa in which the

Podesta Brothers were staying, was in fact only a third of a

mile from the exact location from which Madeleine was taken:



… A former British ambassador has now revealed he has been

approached by several people making further claims of sexual

abuse by Clement Freud, amid fears the MP could have sexual-

ly abused dozens more children, according to The

Independent. http://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/top-

news/podesta-brothers-revealed/

 

Note it has been reported by these same sources that the

forensic drawings above were with held when MCCain was

first reported missing.  Is this ‘Fake News”?  How could it be

when the evidence is overwhelming… if one can stomach it. 

Yet, it has become evident that ‘we the people’ would much

rather read a press release which ‘gangs up’ on a populist

president for not acting presidential than to follow the evi-

dence leading to the ‘inconceivable’.

Fake News #3 … Planet X
Okay let’s leave the occult (I personally can’t take anymore) for

the theory of earth’s ‘upcoming’ collision with a rogue planet. 

And no I’m not wearing a tin foil hat, more Fake News Let’s

explore.



… Research scientist David Meade claims that an entire differ-

ent solar system is on a collision course with our own and that

Planet X, which the conspiracy theorist believes is actually a

star, and its gravitational pull will cause widespread destruc-

tion here on Earth that will ultimately lead to the end of

humanity.

Mr Meade, an author who wrote the book ‘Planet X – The

2017 Arrival’, believes that the devastating Planet X will bring

with it “seven orbiting bodies”, including Nibiru, a large, blue

planet.

The conspiracy theorist believes that the star system is difficult

to spot because of the angle that it is approaching Earth. “As it

intertwines and approaches it, will come from our south and

loop all the way to the extreme north, then come back south

again as it exits our orbital path.”

He adds that the evidence is “overwhelming … http://www.ex-

press.co.uk/news/weird/748762/Planet-X-end-of-the-world-

2017-apocalypse-nibiru

 



Real Evidence of 10  Planet: But really aren’t these guys just

kooks?  I mean when I first read this I figured a bunch of guys

hiding in their closets with tin foil hats and ray guns.  Really? 

So I asked myself, where is the hard evidence?  The above pho-

to was purportedly taken near the south pole, but has been de-

nied as authentic by most authorities.  It seems that if this

were impending by October we should be able to see it by

now:

Caltech researchers have found evidence of a giant planet

tracing a bizarre, highly elongated orbit in the distant solar

system. The object, which the researchers have nicknamed

Planet Nine, has a mass about 10 times that of Earth and or-

bits about 20 times farther from the Sun on average than does

Neptune (which orbits the Sun at an average distance of 2.8

billion miles). In fact, it would take this new planet between

10,000 and 20,000 years to make just one full orbit around

the Sun.

The researchers, Konstantin Batygin and Mike Brown, discov-

ered the planet’s existence through mathematical modeling

and computer simulations but have not yet observed the ob-

ject directly.

th



“This would be a real ninth planet,” says Brown, the Richard

and Barbara Rosenberg Professor of Planetary Astronomy.

“There have only been two true planets discovered since an-

cient times, and this would be a third. It’s a pretty substantial

chunk of our solar system that’s still out there to be found,

which is pretty exciting.”

Brown notes that the putative ninth planet — at 5,000 times

the mass of Pluto — is sufficiently large that there should be no

debate about whether it is a true planet. Unlike the class of

smaller objects now known as dwarf planets, Planet Nine grav-

itationally dominates its neighborhood of the solar system. In

fact, it dominates a region larger than any of the other known

planets — a fact that Brown says makes it “the most planet-y of

the planets in the whole solar system.” … http://www.astrono-

my.com/news/2016/01/researchers-see-signs-of-a-real-plan-

et-x

Religious Overtones… Apocalyptic Punishment

Seth Rich, Uranium/Russia, Pedo/Pizza gate, and now

Planet X.  I ask myself, have I lost my freakin’ mind?  Has

this disease finally metastasized to my brain (for the

record it has not only in my lymphatics and possibly

femur)?



I mean, I have taken you on quite a journey.  Yet if the

above is true, and there is plenty of evidence that it is,

this could be Godly chastisement for America abandoning

its Judeo-Christian Roots and quest for TRUTH.   (Did I

just exchange my aluminum foil hat for a cross?)

There is credible evidence our leaders are partaking in

illegal and immoral activities i.e. pedophilia and satanic

child sacrifice.  If that is so, and America remains

unrepentant, as it has in abortion, is it not likely the

Lord God would allow the destruction of America, as he

did with a sinful world in the past i.e. Noah’s Great

Flood and the Sodom and Gomorrah?

Note this is the Navy’s map should Planet X come near:

Planet X fulfills all criterion of ‘Wormwood’

Revelations Chapters 8-10 speaks of an object striking earth

and causing calamity heretofore unseen since Noah’s Flood.  It

is preceded and accompanied by Rapture Events and ushers in



the ‘End Times’ culminating in the Battle of Armageddon (see

“Dying” WDB).

America Eliminated

Moreover, ever since 1776 Americans have queried: Where is

the United States in the Book of Revelations?   If the above is

true and the increase in gravitational pull of the oncoming

planets (red star and its moons; rogue planet, planet X), the en-

suing tidal waves would all but eliminate the coastal popula-

tion of the United States.  Moreover, if the Super Volcano be-

neath Yellow Stone (see below) is activated the remaining land

would be devastating nearly eliminating human life in Ameri-

ca.  America would simply cease being.

Rapture

But Christians fear not, because if the above ‘Fake News’ turns

out to be true, it will usher in the Rapture (Raptures see “Dy-

ing” by WDB).



Tribulation Period

The pretribulationrapture will usher in the Tribulation Period

for the rest of the world.  The Anti-Christ will emerge and

within seven years the Battle of Armageddon will ensue

putting an end to this era.

The decision is yours, is this Fake News or Truth, and if

TRUTH, ask yourself, can you handle the truth?



Dr B

PS If the evidence about Planet X is true, can America be

saved?  Only if we repent and force action against the evil

which has over taken America.

English Standard Version 2nd Chronicles 7:4

“if my people who are called by my name humble themselves,

and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways,

then I will hear from heaven and will forgive their sin and heal

their land.”
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